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I. INTRODUCTION

The appealing idea that the observed internal symmetries have their

origin in general co-ordinate invariance of a spacetime of more than four

dimensions [1] has been revjved in several relatively recent papers [2] , However,

it has also become evident that, in general, the EinuLeiu action in 4 + d dimensions

must be augmented by natter couplings if a realistic theory is at all to emerge

[3a,b ] . WhiJe this in any case detracts somewhat from the original Kaluza-Klein

motivation, it has the technical difficulty that candidate 4 + d dimensional

(")
actions can tend to be rather arbitrary in their matter content . Thus it is

not unnatural to turn to supersymmetry, or more precisely supergravity, to provide

a principle for obtaining a more restrictive scheme [ 3b J ,

Now, to avoid a vector-like fermionic spectrum in four dimensions, it

is a necessary condition that the original space-time be either 4k or 4k + 2

dimensional (k - 0,1,2...) [4 ] . Also, since supergravities containing spin-2

and no higher are thought to exist only in dimensions less than eleven, the

dimensionalities of relevance are 6, 8 and 10. In this paper we consider aspects

of the 10-dimensional case.

The direct motivation for this work was the demonstration [ 6 ]that N = 1

supergravity in 10-dimensioris coupled to N = 1 Yang-Mills does not undergo

4 d
spontaneous compactification to K x B - at least at the tree level.

It is of interest to see if one can do better with the other possible

supergravity in 10-dimensions viz. N - 2. We obtain this theory by compactification

of the Cremmer-Julia [ 7 ]Lagrangian over M x S . The zero-modes in the Fourier

decomposition of the eleven dimensional fields form a massless N - 2 supermultiplet

containing 128 + 128 degrees of freedom. This theory is the subject of Sections

2,3 and 4 of the present paper. Watamura [ 8 ] has shown that N = 2, D = 10 super-

4 2 2
gravity can spontaneously compactify to (A d S) x C P x S ; that is to say a

four dimensional Anti-de Sitter world with SU(3) x SU(2) x U{1) internal symmetry

emerges as a putative ground state of the theory. The U(l) is already a symmetry

(*) Although Witten has used the requirement of anomaly cancellation in 4 + d

dimensions as a constraint on possible models [ 5 ] .
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One may entertain the possibility of gauging this thfcory in 10-dimensions

by the further addition of [natter. Unfortunately there does not appear to be a

10-dimensional N - 2 supermultlplet with no spin-2 state. So it seems that, •: •;

best one can do is to attempt tc couple the N = 2 massless multiplet to a massive

spin-2 containing multiplet (one presumably does not want more than a single mass-

less graviton).

The easiest way to do this is to keep the higher modes in the Fourier

decomposition of the eleven dimensional theory. This we do in section 5. The

resulting theory contains an infinite tower of Pi - 2 massive supermultiplefcs,

whose states correspond to that of a charged graviton, triply antisymmetric tensor

and a Dirac spin - 3/2 field. The masses are quantized as is usual in such Kaluza-

Klein theories.

For reasons we shall discuss in the conclusions, it is not possible to

truncate this new theory so as to include only a single massive super-multiplet.

The infinite tower must be retained for consistency.

The paper has been organized such that the sections on the massiess N =2

theory (since it may be of use in its own right) contain some detail and are

independent of the remainder.

II. MASSLESS EXCITATIONS OF THE COMPACTIFIED 11-DIMENSIONAL ACTION.

In this section WE shall obtain the action of N - 2, D - 10 supergravity

by compactification of the 11-dimensional Cremmer-Julis action over M x S .

Since, for the moment, we are only interested in the massless content of the

compactified theory, it is sufficient to simply neglect all dependence on the

eleventh space co-ordinate.

The eleven dimensional Lagrangian of N - 1 supergravity [ 7] is (we set

i c - 1 ) :

f-

L ''

(2.1)

Our definitions and notational conventions are compiled in an appendix;

H,N ... denote 11-dimensional world indices and A,B ... 11-dimensional tangent

space indices. The carets denote the usual supercovariantizations.

This Lagrangian, which contains the 11-dimensional frame components,

Rarita-Schwinger (Majorana spinor) and triply anti-symmetric tensor as independent

fields, is invariant under the following symmetries. DEleven dimensional general

co-ordinate transformations (which upon compactification become a combination of

ten dimensional co-ordinate transformations and an abalian local U(l) transformation!.

2) S0(l,10) local frame rotations. 3) Local supersymmetry transformations. And

4) a local abelian invariance of the field A.

Infinitesimally, these are:
MNP

(2.2)



2.a The 10-dimensional Lagrangian excluding four-fermion terms.

If we decompose world and tangent space indices as follows:

A, 6 . - -- (a, ••) , (fc, "), .- -

where |i,a = 0,1 ... 9, then the eleven dimensional fields may be written as:

(2a.3)

By using the gauge freedom afforded by the parameter A h (x) of the

full S0(l,10) invariance, the components E ;, of the moving frame can be

consistently set to ze"\ - Thus we make the moving frame ansatz:

o

'= o
(2a.5)

Thus the massless bosonic field content in 20-dimensions of the N = 2

theory comprises the moving frame e (35 degrees of freedom), a vector A (8 degrees

of freedom)and a scalar f; in addition there are a second and third rank anti-

symmetric tensor A (28) and A (56), The fermionic content consists of a
]1\) |iVp

Majorana Rarita-Schwinger field +(112 degrees of freedom) and a Majorana spinor
U

* (16). Therefore, all of the 12S +• 128 components of the eleven dimensional

theory are retained.

To obtain the Lagrangian for N = 2 supergravity in 10-diniensions, the

Ansatze, equations (2a.3) - (2a.5), have to be substituted into the 11-dimensional

action, equation (2.1). This is straightforward but tends to be somewhat involved

ca]culationally, so it is best to treat it piecewise. We begin with the purely bosonic

sector. Consider in particular the Einstein action. Following Cremmer and Julia,

it is convenient to rewrite the Einstein action in terms of the anholonomic

coefficients ® , where (setting torsion to zero)
ABCABC

(2a.4)
,- w

(2a.6)

The factors of <f that have been inserted in the ansatz are simply to

reproduce a canonical Einstein action in ten dimensions. The inverse frame is

defined by the relation:

and is given explicitly by the matrix:

Up to a surface term then,

1.7)

Because of the triangular form of our ansatz,

(2a.8)
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by:

The non-zero co.nponen's of the cctiTicdenfcj, of L.nt\olonnmir.ity are given

t - i >jcf

(2a.9)

Substitution of these into equation (2a.7) yields:

+ fermion terms

n K-TT
 /K rr • (2a.10)

which is manifestly invariant under ten dimensional general co-ordinate transformations

and the local abelian symmetry.

Turning now to the kinetic term for A ,
MNP

where we have converted, for convenience, to tangent space indices. Upon sub-

stitution of the second of equations {2a.3), and (2a.8) one obtains

where

The ar-pMrance of the oriinsd field strength in B,, is because F
•= iivps

by itself is not invariant under- the U(l) trans forma Lion arising from 11-dimensional

co-ordinate invariance ( F'u\)pa
10 1

oompaetlfied over K x S , must be.

is), whereas the Lajjrangian , since it has been

be.

The remaining bosonic term is the interaction

On reduction to ten dimensions, and after a partial integration, this

can be written as:

6, = 3
M i •--/

(2a.12)

It should be mentioned that the ten dimensional totally antisymmetric

tensor density has been defined by

£&,--- (Xioll _ ^ ft, . .- i ^

i.e. in terms of tangent space indices.

We next turn to the fermionic terms in the eleven dimensional action

equation (21). It is convenient to treat the four-fermion contribution separately,

and we shall consider them at the end of the section.

The Rarita-Schwinger action part is

F, = -j
(we are ignoring, 4-ferm:ion terms here sc t?iere is no super covariantization)

a — i



Again it is easier to work with tangent space indices. However since

{i s ( ib » it ) does not transform under 11-dimensional general co-ordinate

transformations, we expect it to occur in the ten dimensional Lagrangian in the

U(l) invariant combination

Also

-I

(2a.14)

Further, since reduction to ten dimensions of equation (2a.13) induces

off-diagonal ferrnionic kinetic terms it is neater , although not essential,

to perform the following field redefinitions in order to restore the ten dimensional

kinetic terms to canonical fora:

< -

y /y (2a.15)

Performing the reduction of the first term in equation (2a.13) and

implementing the redefinitions (2a.15) yields:

(2a.16)

The details of the reduction of y -matrices are contained in the

appendix.

For the second, one obtains;

3 'fc

- f x
Adding the two contributions, we have:

(2a.17)

- 9 -
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<i>

3's f 'f '̂  r t, V

Pcrrorming the field redefinitions> equations (2a.15) on the above

expression one obtains the total contribution:

+• 4-fermion terms

(2a.10)

The remaining term in the original Lagrangian, equation (2.1) is:

straightforward computation gives the two contributions ar-:

(2a.19)

+ *
n V +•

^ 4-fermion terms

This completes the reduction of the maseless theory excluding the four-

fermion contributions. We shall now concern ourselves with obtaining the latter.

2b. Four-fereiiW' terms

In this subsection, we obtain tlio fcur-fi-'rini on contribution to ttic ten

dimensional action. We shall do this directly from eleven dimensions, as in the

last section, cy compaecifioation over S . In the eleven dimensional theory the

• !*»»-•!• ., * •



sources of four—fermion terms are the torsion contributions to the Einstein and

Rarita-Schwinger actions and the supercovariantization of the spin connection

in and F . Upon compactification, the 11-dimensional torsion goes into that

of 10-dimensions plus additional pieces appearing as various interaction terms in

the 10-dimensional lagrangian. We shall take up the issue of supercovariantization

in 10-dimensions towards the end of this sub-section.

The torsion in 11-dimensions is

IK = i

(2b.1)

Its contribution to the Einstein action is readily isolated by using

the gravitational identity that R( u (E) + K) can be written as R(a (£)) + terms

quadratic in K up to a surface term. This gives the four-fermion terms originating

in the Einstein action î-j L.̂ ing

fe c
• A lit Ac

(2b.2)

There is no necessity to enter into the details of the compactification

of (2b.2) as it is entirely cancelled by a similar contribution from the Rarita-

Schwinger action. The latter yields the four-fermion terms contained in

I

where the super-covariant tensor is

(2b.3)

.4)

The following identity may be derived

, r M l

(2b.5)

ABC DE ABCDE AE BCD - AE!C
using r T = r - n r +... and the fact that y V f = 0 for

A C

Majorana spinors (A similar identity holds in 10-di mentions wi Lh lower- case latin

letters replacing A,B ...)

Identifying B with K we have
BDE BDE

l e
fee

(2b.6)

This precisely cancels B' (equation 2b.2). Using the identity (2b.5)

again, the supercovariant part of (2b.3) is given by

+ U<. L1

u
(2b,7)

- 13 -
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The ten dimensional torsion and suyer-covariantized torsion tensors

are given by the expressions

yields th? two curls

(2b.8)

and

(2b.9)

respectively. Equation (2b,8) is the 10-d.i.mensionai torsion that would be obtained

by solving the tu (e, '!>,)•) fisld equation. The remaining tensors art: defined in
nab 6

an appendix.

Thus we can combine S' and F1 and write the result as

4-fer:[iion terms only

-V f, L t

(2b.10)

The remaining four-fermion terms arise from the reduction of the super-

covariantized coupling F (eq. ?a.l9). Compactification of the 11-dimensional

supercovariant field strength F ,
A3CD

and

(2b.il)

(2b.12)

Note that from the point of view of supercovariantizing the transformations

(see the next section) the IX terms in the above are not essential. However

retaining tha;:i in the definition of the 10-dimenai ontil curls has the advantage

that nil the four-fermirjn terms i~r;-m F are absorbed in the supercovariantization

of F and F .
abci abc

We can also supercovariantize 3 <f and F by extracting the necessary

4-fermion terms from the curly bracket in equation (2b.10). The relevant

definitions are:

(2b.13)

r: _7 f

h X (2b.14)

Ap.r.i.n the iJ Le:rs is '-.ot essential but has bean inserted for convenience.

- 15 -



Finally, combining the various contributions we have the full N = 2,

ten dimensional Lagrangian.

e. Ho)

w
"t

wher-e the additional four-fermi on contribu Li on cZ, i s :
4

7

.7.^

x (if1f

-f

r.

(2b.15)

- 17 -
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III. TRANSFOHMATIOHS OF THE MASSLESS 10-DIMKNSTONAL THEORY

In the previous section the completo N = 2 supergravity Lagrangian in

ten dimensions way obtained by conipsctification. Likewise, one may obtain the

transformations of this theory by reduction of the eleven dimensional transformations.

Below the results of this are given for the massleas sector of the theory. The

same field redefinitions of the previous section have been implemented.

- 18 -



••) Mirliun

components by a SO(1,LO) Lorenlz transformation with paramete

A || to be

where the Grassmannparameter ~n E tp E ,

Then the tetrad transformation can be written as:

i . r r :
1 • ' ^ " • - , 1

. This determines

(3.1)

To put this transformation into canonical form, the- SO(1,S) tangent space rotation

parameter A has been redefined:
ab

The E iraneformatior; in eleven dimensions becomes

(1-1')

The antiHymmetric tensor fields transform as

f f

(3.2)

(3.3)

f

(3.5)

The strueturfi of the 'miiumal' super--ct:variantizationa are obtained by

requiring the absence in 10 dimensions of 3TI tei-ms in the transformations of the

corresponding field strengths (and of the absence of 3n terms in 6(a tp) in

the case of the scalar f ie ld) .

However we have employed, instead the' non-ni ni=nal' super-covariantizations

that were rip fined in the las t section (and which are used in the fcrmion

transformations below). These have the extra lx terms arising from ccmpwr.tification

nppendei. This has the merit of simplifying both the four-ferrid on coupliri£E in the

final i.ayr'ariijiati as well as the trans format i orus equations (3.7) and (3.8).

+ i-

(3.6)

(3.4)



j

- ji f

4 c

(3.7)

Both 6A and (54- contain n<iA , nXX etc. terms in the form of super-
V-

covariantizations of B , F etc. as well as terms that cannot be absorbed in

such-covariantizations. The origin of this is compactification. In the case of

the truncated 10-dimensional, N ^ 1 theory [9] , these terms do not occur in 5X

due to a lucky cancellation. Unfortunately, this does not happen in the full

N = 2 theory. These extra terms in the transformations can perhaps explain the

presence of the additional four-fermion terms in the Lagrangian besides the

usual super-covariantization. It may he possible to remove the additional terms

both from the transformations and Lagrangian consistently but we have not

examined this question,

IV. HIGHER MODES OF THE N = 2 THEORY

So far we have simply neglected all dependence on the eleventh co-

ordinate. This results in a 10-dimensional supergravity comprising the complete

N = 2 massless superrnultiplet. If instead a Fourier decomposition of the fields

is performed over M x S , then 3 ̂  acts as a mass operator. Essentially, it

may be regarded as a central charge of the lO-dimensional supersymmetry algebra.

Thus one expects to obtain, in addition to the maGSless sector, a massive N = 2

supergravity in 10-dimensions or more precisely, an infinite tower of massive

supermultiplets. In this section we shall discuss this massive theory.

We begin by Fourier analysing the generic field if (I denotes any tensor

or spinor indices)

(4.1)

M - 2 t/L, L being the radius of the circle S . For real * ̂ , the condition

) = * pertains. The massless fields of previous sections are the
00

zero modes, * (x) , in this decomposition. The gauge parameters of the 11-dimensional

theory are similarly expanded.
In particular, we now take the moving frame to be

V O
(4.2)

, e t c . The inverse matrix K N isw h e r e h ( n ) & ( x M , x l< ) = h ( n ) a ( x M ) e'
II U

A N N ^ A ° N N
defined by £ E = 6 and we impose E E = 6 as wel l . Therefore

M A M M A M

L oil1)
M A

where Indices are interpolated using E and A the remaining fields are
A N

expanded as:

A Vv/>

^juv

- 21 -
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and A can be gauged away at every space-time point by taking the arbitrary
V

4- + 7' <P-

< » )

n)
parameter t^ to be

(vt)

(4.3)

It is in principle possible to construct the massive theory (order by

order in the higher modes) by Taylor expanding the eleven dimensional action
0 A ° "

about the zero mode set E ' . A. ,. , * and then performing the integral over the
M MNP M

eleventh co-ordinate to obtain the 10-dimensional theory. The resulting action is

very lengthy and no useful purpose would be served in writing it down. Instead,

we shall confine cur attention Lo the spectrum of the theory.

The form of the matrix E in (4.2) in maint m ned by using the gaugt-

freedom associated with the parameters II , A and t " . That is to say,
a ii ail

these parameters are determined locally as algebraic functions of the remaining,

parameters and fieJds. The explicit functional dependence is ruther complicated.
0

Therefore eliminating A
a

to say, checking the supersy^metric mrariance of the mas.-iive theory. Here however,

since we want to eliminate ali gauge degrees of freedom to isolate the physical

states, it serves our purpose ":c do ::-o.

Likewise, it turns out that it is possible to consistently set the

complex field A to zero using the gauge parameter r; . To see this

consider the Fourier decomposed transformation for A and retain only the n-th

modes.

(n) In)
and L, in this manner is clearly not suited

an

•P

*,M

•Furthermore, i f we now examine the A

tr

(n)

t rans Tor ma t ion

f, A - 1 ( 1 1 -P -P
** " \*s>\ ~ " 0 utj* ̂ s' \K*\ t other terms not involving \ j

our- observes that the parameter C drops out of rhe transiormation altogether.
" u

We can therefore ignore this parameter in the sequel as it is irrelevant to the

counting of physical degrees of freedom.

The remaining gauge invariances then are those associated with all

the zero mode parameters ( 5 , K , C , r, , e ) ar.d the complex parameters

( ^ !'ri), '• ), The i.orentz parameters A and A " can be used an usual to make

the tetrads symmetric (at the level of the full non-linear Lagrangian).

To proceed, wr; shal] linearize the action about flat space by writing:

,- a.

(4.5)

As far as the higher mode spinora are concerned, there is one point to

ThJ', 1:; 1b • the x-H-,Jit-- i.r tne original Majyr-Eina bpinor, * , in eleven
i'l

('•'.<•:)



dimensions requires that

i.e. only the combination ( v
 +n

 + T
( n )) i a self-conjugate. Therefore ¥

 ( + n ) is

a Dirac spinor which under charge conjugation goes inLoT ̂ 7"'

M
The complete linearized 10-dimensional lagrangian is:

i l ( 1 r <? _ <? *
~ I

a

The fields S (symmetric part of h ),A ,4> A , A ,i> and \ belong to the
ab ah a abc ab a b

uf-iuO massless 128 + 128, irreducible representation of N - 2, superyyinmotry in 10-

dimensions. In addition (4.6) contains an infinite set of charges (coir.plex] Tirltly viz.
(n) (n) (n) (n j

R , i « , A , , A and the D i r a c s p m o r s
ab a abc ab

integci- ii.

( n ) ( n )
, 1 ; l a b e l lei] by the p o s i t iv«

b

To analyse the content of the n £ 0 sector we have to first eliminate

the gauge arbitrariness associated with the complex general co-ordinate parameter

. The former can be eliminated
M(n) (n)

K and the complex supersymmetry parameter E

by imposing the gauge condition A •= 0.

Consider the harmonic expansion of the appropriately linearized

transformations, equation (2.2) of V j( , i.e. 5fj = d;(e + ... This, for the
th

n mode, is

(4.7)

Since there is a field independent term is the supersymrnetry transformation

(4.7), the coinplex supersymmetry is spontaneously broken and X is the associated

Goldstone fermion. \ile impose as gauge condition
(n)

= 0.

Thus in this 'unitary' gauge specified by A = A = 0 the massive

sector of the Lagrangian (4.6) is diagonal. By inspection, the higher mode

spectrum consists of an infinite tower of massive 256 + 256 N = 2 supermultiplets.

Each consists of the complex fields h ± (88 degrees of freedom), A """ (168)
, an abc

and the Dirac spinor * (256) with a common mass quantized in units of M.

The degrees of freedom (or synonymously physical states) are obtained

as usual by a decomposition of the tensors into irreducible representations of the

little group appropriate to massive states, 0(9), for the bosons. For the fermions,

the irreducible spinor representations of S0(l,9! are relevant. Decomposing the

Dirac Barita-Schwinger spinor into its positive and negative chirality projections,

we have

(4.6)

- 25 - - 26 -



for each chirality (the subscript S refers to spinor representations of S0(l,9)

and V to the vector representnLion of the 0(9) little group).

CONCLUSIONS

In the proceeding, we have constructed one version of M = 2 sup; 'favity

in ten dimensions. We found it convenient to da this by compact]fying the N - 1,

eleven dimensional theory. The eompJete Lagrangian including four-fermion terms,

and the infinitesimal transformations have been presented.

By keeping higher modes in the Fourier decomposition of the eleven

dimensional fields, a massive N - ? super^ravity theory in 10-ditensions was

obtained. This consists of the usual mas^ess N = 2 super-multiplet coupled tr.

an infinite tower of massive, charged supsr-;nultipJetrj (n t A , i> ' ).

However the theory will have a vec tor-1 ike fermionic spec Ljnum j n four dimensions

so it IR not much good from a phenomersolagic&l. perspective.

It should be mentioned that the other version of N =. 2 supergravity ii-10-

diî ienf̂ iona [ 10] , because of its chiral r.aturet is 1 Lkely T:O be Tiore ir-teres Lirî

from this point of vi ew. However the fact that this theory exists only in the

light-cone gau^e could make such an analysis difficult.

Finally, we comment on the possibility of truncating the massive theory

so as to retai.n only one massive supermultipltt. It appears that it is not

consistent to do this because of the non-linearity of the supersyrrirnetry transformations

which mix modes of different, charge sectors (except with the charge neutral, zero

modes - this is presumably because we have compa^tified over an 3 only). This is

probably a reflection of i:he fact Chat the fields in oomporient super-gravity do

not form linear repre sen lotions of the supersymmetr-y .:il?;ebra - perhaps an un-

constrained superspMce formulaLion is required to avoid this problem.

APPENDIX I

De)ow we summarize our notational conventions and some relevant

definitions.

Tht; eleven dimensional tangent; space metric i s taken to be n =diag( >-

T)i Hjcci tensor i s given by fl = E R . Field s t reng ths are normalized

such tha t

" !>i M + permutations,

where A is a totally antisymmetric tensor,
M2---Mn

Our other conventions are those of Ref. [7j

The Dirac matrices in ll-dimcnsions satisfy:

From the r , the 10-dimensional y-algebra is obtained by taking:* r0 r u -

and \\sx) - - { ,
Antisymmetriced products of Y -matr ices arr- defined fiitch that

V *< permutations).

ili'
Two uscifuJ I tiersti f i &i\ .i nvolvin^ Majorcina spinors are :
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The tensors on the H.H.S, are given by the bilinear expressions:

IK

•ate

U . - C /„ X

The 10-dimensional quantities K and K have been given in section
abc abc

2b; the remaining terrors nre defined below.

u

= tw

-

- 29 -
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